Nevins Memorial Library
Growing Community
Ten Science Quest Books
Now I Can Read!
“A Drop of Water”
By Gordon Morrison
J 508 MOR
A drop of water falls from a child’s fingertip to the
ground. Learn about its journey through the water
cycle as it flows over and under.

“A Seed is Sleepy”
By Dianna Aston
J 581.4 AST
Seeds are much more complex than the typical
description given to a child. Discover the world of
seeds as they go from sleep to blooming wonder.

“Phases of the Moon”
By Gillia Olson
J 523.3 OLS
Have you ever wondered why the moon changes
shape over time? Now you can learn what each phase
of the moon is called as well as why it happens. A
simple layout with large color pictures.

“Autumn Leaves”
By Ken Robbins
J 581.4 ROB
Take a close photographic look at thirteen different
types of trees and the leaves they produce. Why do
leaves change color in the fall? Do you want to see all
of the different colors they can become?

“I Face the Wind”
By Vicki Cobb
J 551.518 COB
Vicki Cobb makes science fun! Why does the wind
blow? Why can’t you see the wind? Cobb digs into the
science behind wind, making it a breeze to learn
about. Hands-on activities that will blow you away!

“Actual Size”
By Steve Jenkins
J 591.41 JEN
Sometimes it is difficult to tell from a picture how big
or small an animal really is. And sometimes it is
difficult to find one in real life. So Steve Jenkins
illustrates them in their actual size!

“Digging Up Dinosaurs”
By Aliki
J 567.91 ALI
Dinosaurs lived long ago. When people started finding
fossils, they wondered what these strange creatures
were. Learn more about how the dinosaurs lived and
how their bones turned into fossils.

“Animal Mouths”
By Mary Holland
J 591.44 HOL / Arbordale
One animal doesn’t have a mouth at all. Another has
sharp jaws. Birds use their beaks instead of teeth.
Learn about all different types of animal mouths and
how they eat. Or don’t eat!

“Who Eats What?”
By Patricia Lauber
J 574.5 LAU
Explains through simple text and clear diagrams how
food chains work. In the wild, different animals eat
different things. This is how they’re all connected.

“The Fruits We Eat”
By Gail Gibbons
J 634 GIB
A companion to The Vegetables We Eat, Gibbons
returns with this yummy book. All of your favorite
fruits are inside!
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